Pandemic Planning Committee
Thursday, October 7, 2021, 11:30-12:45

I. Updates and Progress on Tracking Compliance for Safety Procedures
   a. Rafael Espinosa – On Monday there were some technical issues with red screen/green screen but here are the #s for this week so far:

      Daily Screening App Students Metrics:
      Friday: 1175 Green/ 7 Red
      Monday: 1560 Green/ 370 Red
      Tuesday: 1347 Green/ 242 Red
      Wednesday: 1762 Green/ 226 Red

      COVID Dashboard – 3 screens complete; actively pulling data; making sure data is secured before pushing it out the public.

      Also, still looking at a way to have red/screen green screen by class roster so faculty can view; will be soliciting faculty input for the best ways to present this information

   b. Heather Dunn Carlton – an update of the numbers:

      0/7/2021 Thursday
      All students
      8106 of 10,589 (76.8%) have completed the attestation (submitted something)
      6705 (63.3%) are vaccinated (231 without documentation 3.4% of the 6705)
      211 (1.9%) medical exemption requests (23 don’t have documentation)
      323 (3.1%) religious exemption requests (66 don’t have documentation)
      867 (8.2%) not coming to campus
      2483 (23.4%) have not yet completed the self-certification

      F2F enrolled students
      4904 of 5238 (93.6%) have completed the attestation (submitted something)
      4330 (82.7%) are vaccinated (85 without documentation 2.0% of the submissions)
      172 (3.3%) medical exemption requests (16 don’t have documentation)
      235 (4.5%) religious exemption requests (29 don’t have documentation)
      167 (3.2%) not coming to campus
      334 (6.4%) have not yet completed the self-certification (these students will get a red screen)

   c. Julie Johnson

      67.10% Fully Vaccinated
      1.52% Not Accessing Campus
      .38% Medical Exemption
      4.44% Religious Exemption
II. Repopulation Updates

Library Update: Student Ambassadors are checking student red/green screen and it is going well. Seeing good compliance. Seeing 60-70 students per day which is great given the small number of students on campus.

Staff and Faculty are not asked to show a red screen/green screen. Fac/staff can access the library at any time and will only be asked to show their Warrior ID card simply to confirm status. Community members are currently not allowed to access the library given COVID limitations.

COVID-specific Updates from Kellie Marshall: No cases of COVID positive students or employees on campus this week.

III. Winter & Spring Update

Winter Schedule is almost all online. Schedule created at the department level.

Spring: Guidance coming from WASC tomorrow on the extent to which we will be afforded the same flexibility in modality choice. There is a schedule ready to be deployed on October 8 but there is a high likelihood that is will change based on what we learn from WASC.

Faculty is interested in seeing weekly updates on SPSS availability, loaner laptop access and availability, etc... needs to be in place a few weeks prior to the spring semester.

IV. Q & A

Update from Students (Cynella): Experienced some technical difficulties with red screen/green screen and a hyflex course but those issues have been worked out.

Update from Staff (Nic): Staff generally has high anxiety about coming back. Not used to the campus being so quiet.

Update from Faculty (Ann): Happy – Students have been well socialized for proper mask wearing. Green screen/red screen working well; Social distancing has been automatic. All of the messaging has worked well. Only negative – Masks sometimes muffle quiet voices.